STEEKING 101

I don’t know about you, but one of the first
things I learned about scissors (as a little
girl) was not to run with them. Never run
with scissors. When I learned to knit, the
advice was to be careful with your scissors
so you don’t accidentally cut into your
stitches. As far as advice goes, these are
both pretty solid suggestions.
I still agree that running with scissors is
a bad idea, but we’re about to break the
scissor rules when it comes to how we use
them with our knitting.
We’re going to CUT right through our knit
stitches – and live to tell about it. We’ll start
with a simple swatch, and then move on to
steeking the Soundtrack Cowl. (From there,
you should be all set to steek a sweater, if
you want to!)

Baby Steps: Steeking a Swatch
We’ll start with a traditional steek on a
“crunchy” wool, and later we’ll talk about
how to reinforce your steek for using a
softer superwash yarn.
You’ll need:
 Sticky wool yarn (non-superwash) in a
worsted or DK weight, such as Kelbourne
Woolens Scout, The Fibre Co Cumbria
Worsted, Blue Sky Woolstock, or similar.
 US Size 6/4mm needles (straight or
circular)
 Crochet hook size E or F (3.5mm or
3.75mm) – Here’s the kind I prefer to use.
Look for a hook with a tapered head for
easier use
 Sharp scissors *gasp*
 Scant amounts of contrasting yarn to
create the steek (it will be easiest to use a
second color for this – at least the first few
times you do it)
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Step One: Knit Your Swatch
In the following video, I demonstrate the
steek on a solid stockinette stitch swatch,
but it’s much easier to learn if you create a
special swatch just for this project (at least
for your first try). Once you get the hang of
it, try steeking on a solid stockinette stitch
swatch to see how it goes for you. This extra
practice will help you feel more confident
steeking a variety of different kinds of
projects, including a sweater knit in the
round that may not have a purl column for
easy steeking. Having the purl column is a
big help, but it’s not essential.
With your selected yarn and needles, cast
on 31 stitches using your preferred cast on
method.
RS: K15, p1, k15
WS: P15, k1, p15
Repeat these two rows until swatch
measures 4 inches/10 cm from the cast-on
edge. Bind off in pattern. (If you want to add
a garter border on the sides, you may, but
do not add garter to the top and bottom.)

Steeking Video 5
https://vimeo.com/441603543/c46393136f
The video shows steeking on a stockinette
stitch swatch, but to ensure that you are
comfortable doing it on your swatch with a
purl column, I’ve illustrated the placement
of the swatch in the image below. (Keep in
mind that the steek begins at the bottom
edge – I have placed the hook higher to
make it easier to see where it will fit with
the other stitches). When working with
your swatch, the steek will be applied
on either side of the center purl stitch as
shown below. Note the white arrows which
indicate the direction of the knit stitches in
their columns (the arrows go right through
the center of the knit stitches). The hook
is inserted under the left leg of the right
stitch and the right leg of the left stitch. This
creates a new vertical column at the center
of the two knit stitches. Remember: Stay in
your lane.

Optional: Wet block your swatch and pin
flat until dry. (This will help ensure that the
swatch doesn’t roll too much.
I recommend that you watch the following
videos all the way through once before you
begin. Then go back to the first video and
follow along with your own swatch.
Steeking Video 1
https://vimeo.com/440767705/5b754f3696
Steeking Video 2
https://vimeo.com/441598822/9f24b7ecb9
Steeking Video 3
https://vimeo.com/441599654/27f1fde6b3
Steeking Video 4
https://vimeo.com/441600325/e02ddaf924
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The yellow line indicates the purl column.
The white arrows show the two columns of knit stitches.

When you’ve successful steeked a swatch or
two, it’s time to steek your Soundtrack Cowl.
If you’ve completed the cowl already, check
out the following quick overview and photo
tutorials for steeking your project.
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Steeked Soundtrack Cowl Video
https://vimeo.com/442411046/bdcbb134c0

When you’ve applied the steek on both
sides, it’s time to snip! If you’ve created a
column of purl stitches, the simplest way
to cut through the center of the steek is to
turn your project to the wrong side – check
out this video to know what to look for:
https://vimeo.com/442493419/b1c78fa394
When the steek is complete, it’s time to add
your button band (if desired). If you’d like
to add twill tape or ribbon to the back side
for a tidier finish, do so before you add the
button band. Here is the twill tape that I
used in the video.

Try your steeking skills on the
Soundtrack Pullover

Remember: If you’ve knit your project
with superwash or softer/slippery yarn, you
will want to be sure to add one extra step
(called Reinforced Steeking) before you cut.
Complete the steek as described above and
then wait to cut until you’ve completed the
next lesson.
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